CUMULATIVE RULEMAKING INDEX OF IDAHO ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

Executive Office of the Governor
Division of Financial Management
Office of the Administrative Rules Coordinator

July 1, 1993 to Present

( eff. PLR ) - Effective Date of Rulemaking is Pending Legislative Review And Approval
( eff. date ) L - Denotes Adoption by Legislative Action
( eff. date ) T - Temporary Rule Effective Date
SCR # - denotes the number of a Senate Concurrent Resolution (Legislative Action)
HCR # - denotes the number of a House Concurrent Resolution (Legislative Action)

IDAPA 26 – DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

26-0000-2100  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – OARC Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action – Partial Rejection of Pending Rule by SCR 122 – Codifies Title 01, Chapters 03, 21, 22, 24, 30, 31, 34, 37  Bulletin Vol. 22-5 (eff. 3-18-22)
26-0000-2100  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking – Adoption of Pending Rule – Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapters 03, 21, 22, 24, 30, 31, 34, 37  Bulletin Vol. 21-12SE (PLR 2022)
26-0000-2100  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking – Adoption of Temporary Rule – Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapters 03, 21, 22, 24, 30, 31, 34, 37  Bulletin Vol. 21-10SE
26-0000-2100  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – OARC Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action – Partial Rejection / Approval of Pending Fee Rule by SCR 123, Codifies Title 01, Chapters 10, 20, 33  Bulletin Vol. 22-5 (eff. 3-18-22)
26-0000-2100  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking – Adoption of Pending Fee Rule – Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapters 10, 20, 33  Bulletin Vol. 21-12SE (PLR 2022)
26-0000-2100  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking – Proposed (Fee) Rule – Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapters 10, 20, 33  Bulletin Vol. 21-10SE
26-0000-2100  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking – Adoption of Temporary (Fee) Rule  Recission of Previous Temporary Rule Under Docket 26-0000-2000F  Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapters 10, 20, 33  Bulletin Vol. 21-7SE (eff. 7-1-21)T

26-0000-2000F  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking – Adoption of Temporary (Fee) Rule – Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapters 10, 20, 33  Bulletin Vol. 20-4SE (eff. 3-20-20)T (temporary rule rescinded)
26-0000-1900F  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – OARC Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Pending Fee Rule Not Approved, Title 01, Chapters 10, 20, 33, 36 - Bulletin Vol. 20-5 (Null and Void)


26-0000-1900F  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Temporary and Proposed Fee Rulemaking, Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapters 10, 20, 33, 36 -- Bulletin Vol. 19-6SE (eff. 6-30-19)T

26-0000-1900  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – OARC Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Title 01, Chapters 03, 21-22, 24, 30-31, 34, 37 - Bulletin Vol. 20-5 (eff. 3-20-20)


26-0000-1900  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapters 03, 21-22, 24, 30-31, 34, 37 -- Bulletin Vol. 19-6SE (eff. 6-30-19)T

(Rule Expired) 26-0101-9301, Rules of Administrative Procedure of the Idaho Park and Recreation Board (Expired 7-1-19)


26-0101-9302 Adoption of Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 94-1 (eff. 1-1-94)

26-0101-9301 Adoption of Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 94-5

(Rule Expired) 26-0103-1401, Rules Governing Reporting and Remittance of Surplus County Vessel Account Moneys (Expired 7-1-19)

26-0103-1401 Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 14-7 (eff. 7-1-14)T

26-0103-1401 Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-1 (eff. PLR 2016)

26-0103-1401 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-5 (eff. 3-25-16)

(Rule Expired) 26-0106-1501, Rules Governing Cooperator Recognition and Sale of Advertising (Expired 7-1-19)

26-0106-1501 Notice of Intent to Promulgate Rules - Negotiated Rulemaking (New Chapter), Bulletin Vol. 15-8

26-0106-1501 Proposed Rulemaking (New Chapter), Bulletin Vol. 15-10

26-0106-1501 Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 16-1 (eff. PLR 2016)

26-0106-1501 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 16-5 (eff. 3-25-16)

26.01.10, Rules Governing the Administration of Temporary Permits on Lands Owned by the Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation


26-0000-2000F  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking – Adoption of Temporary (Fee) Rule – Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapter 10 – Bulletin Vol. 20-4SE (eff. 3-20-20)T

26-0000-1900F  Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation  – OARC Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Pending Fee Rule Not Approved, Title 01, Chapter 10 – Bulletin Vol. 20-5 (Null and Void)

**26-0000-1900F Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Temporary and Proposed Fee Rulemaking, Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapter 10 – Bulletin Vol. 19-6SE (eff. 6-30-19)**

**26-0110-1701 Notice of Intent to Promulgate a Rule - Negotiated Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 17-10**

**26-0110-1701 Proposed Rulemaking (Fee Rule), Bulletin Vol. 18-7**

**26-0110-1701 Adoption of Pending Fee Rule, Bulletin Vol. 18-10 (eff. PLR 2019)**


**26.01.20, Rules Governing the Administration of Park and Recreation Areas and Facilities**


**26-0000-2000F Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking – Adoption of Temporary (Fee) Rule – Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapter 20 – Bulletin Vol. 20-4SE (eff. 3-20-20)**

**26-0000-1900F Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Temporary and Proposed Fee Rulemaking, Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapter 20 – Bulletin Vol. 19-6SE (eff. 6-30-19)**

**26-0000-1900F Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation – OARC Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Pending Fee Rule Not Approved, Title 01, Chapter 20 - Bulletin Vol. 20-5 (Null and Void)**


**26-0000-1900F Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Temporary and Proposed Fee Rulemaking, Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapter 20 – Bulletin Vol. 19-6SE (eff. 6-30-19)**

26-0120-9301 Adoption of Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 94-1 (eff. 1-22-94)
26-0120-9401 Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 94-4
26-0120-9401 Adoption of Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 94-7 (eff. 7-22-94)
26-0120-9501 Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 95-7
26-0120-9501 Adoption of Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 95-10
26-0120-9501 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 96-5 (eff. 1-1-96)
26-0120-9701 Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 97-1
26-0120-9701 Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 97-3 (eff. PLR 1997)
26-0120-9701 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule by SCR 116, Bulletin Vol. 97-5 (eff. 3-13-97)
26-0120-9801 Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 98-9 (eff. PLR 1999)
26-0120-9801 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 99-5 (eff. 7-1-99)
26-0120-9901 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Fee Rule by SCR 154, Bulletin Vol. 00-5 (eff. 3-10-00)
26-0120-0001 Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 00-10
26-0120-0001 Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 01-1 (eff. PLR 2001)
26-0120-0001 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 01-5 (eff. 3-30-01)
26-0120-0201 Notice of Correction to Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 02-2
26-0120-0202 Proposed Rulemaking (Fee Rule), Bulletin Vol. 02-10
(*This rulemaking was inadvertently published under Docket No. 26-0120-0201*)
26-0120-0202 Adoption of Pending Fee Rule, Bulletin Vol. 03-1 (eff. PLR 2003)
26-0120-0202 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Partial Rejection of Pending Fee Rule by HCR 18 and Remainder of Pending Fee Rule Approved by HCR 19, Bulletin Vol. 03-6 (eff. 3-7-03)
26-0120-0202 Notice of Final Rule - Agency Filing - Partial Rejection of Pending Fee Rule by HCR 18 and Remainder of Pending Fee Rule Approved by HCR 19, Bulletin Vol. 03-8 (eff. 3-7-03)
26-0120-0301 Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking (Fee Rule), Bulletin Vol. 03-10 (eff. 8-5-03)
26-0120-0301 Adoption of Pending Fee Rule, Bulletin Vol. 04-1 (eff. PLR 2004)
26-0120-0301 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Fee Rule by SCR 130, Bulletin Vol. 04-5 (eff. 3-16-04)
26-0120-0501 Proposed Rulemaking (Fee Rule), Bulletin Vol. 05-10
26-0120-0501 Adoption of Pending Fee Rule, Bulletin Vol. 06-1 (eff. PLR 2006)
26-0120-0501 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Fee Rule by SCR 128, Bulletin Vol. 06-5 (eff. 3-30-06)
26-0120-0701 Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 07-10
26-0120-0701 Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 08-1 (eff. PLR 2008)
26-0120-0701 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 08-5 (eff. 4-2-08)
26-0120-0801 Proposed Rulemaking (Fee Rule), Bulletin Vol. 08-10
26-0120-0802 Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 08-10
26-0120-0801 Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 09-1 (eff. PLR 2009)
26-0120-0802 Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 09-1 (eff. PLR 2009)
26-0120-0801 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Fee Rule by SCR 107, Bulletin Vol. 09-6 (eff. 4-9-09)
26-0120-0802 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Rejection of Pending Rule by SCR 106, Bulletin Vol. 09-6 (eff. 4-9-09)
26-0120-0901 Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 09-7 (eff. 7-1-09)
26-0120-0902 Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 09-10
26-0120-0903 Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 09-10
26-0120-0904 Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 09-10
26-0120-0901 Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 10-1 (eff. PLR 2010)
26-0120-0901 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 10-5 (eff. 3-29-10)
26-0120-1001 Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking (Fee Rule), Bulletin Vol. 10-8 (eff. 7-1-10)
26-0120-1001 Adoption of Pending Fee Rule, Bulletin Vol. 11-1 (eff. PLR 2011)
26-0120-1001 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Fee Rule by SCR 107, Bulletin Vol. 11-5 (eff. 4-7-11)
26-0120-1201 Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 12-8 (eff. 5-9-12)
26-0120-1202 Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking (Fee Rule), Bulletin Vol. 12-9 (eff. 9-1-12)
26-0120-1201 Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 12-12 (eff. PLR 2013)
26-0120-1202 Adoption of Pending Fee Rule, Bulletin Vol. 12-12 (eff. PLR 2013)
26-0120-1201 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 13-5 (eff. 4-4-13)
26-0120-1202 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Fee Rule by SCR 125, Bulletin Vol. 13-5 (eff. 3-27-13)
26-0120-1301 Proposed Rulemaking (Fee Rule), Bulletin Vol. 13-10
26-0120-1302 Proposed Rulemaking (Fee Rule), Bulletin Vol. 13-10
26-0120-1301 Adoption of Pending Fee Rule, Bulletin Vol. 14-1 (eff. PLR 2014)
26-0120-1302 Adoption of Pending Fee Rule, Bulletin Vol. 14-1 (eff. PLR 2014)
26-0120-1301 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Fee Rule by SCR 147, Bulletin Vol. 14-5 (eff. 7-1-14)
26-0120-1401 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Fee Rule by SCR 147, Bulletin Vol. 14-5 (eff. 7-1-14)
26-0120-1401 Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 14-7 (eff. 7-1-14)
26-0120-1401 Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-1 (eff. PLR 2015)
26-0120-1401 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-5 (eff. 4-11-15)
26-0120-1601 Adoption of Pending Fee Rule, Bulletin Vol. 17-1 (eff. PLR 2017)
26-0120-1601 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 17-5 (eff. 3-29-17)
26-0120-1701 Notice of Intent to Promulgate a Rule - Negotiated Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 17-10
26-0120-1701 Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 18-7
26-0120-1701 Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 18-10 (eff. PLR 2019)
26-0120-1701 OARC Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 19-5 (eff. 4-11-19)
26-0120-1901* Proposed Rulemaking (Fee Rule), Bulletin Vol. 19-10

26.01.21, Rules Governing Leasing Practices & Procedures for Recreational Residences Within Heyburn State Park
26-0121-9501 Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 95-1 (eff. 1-1-95)
26-0121-9501 Adoption of Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 95-6 (eff. 7-1-95)
26-0121-9801 Proposed Rulemaking (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 98-7
26-0121-9802 Proposed Rulemaking (Chapter Rewrite), Bulletin Vol. 98-7
26-0121-9801 Proposed Rulemaking (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 98-9 (eff. PLR 1999)
26-0121-9802 Adoption of Pending Rule (Chapter Rewrite), Bulletin Vol. 98-9 (eff. PLR 1999)
26-0121-9801 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 99-5 (eff. 7-1-99)
26-0121-9802 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule (Chapter Rewrite), Bulletin Vol. 99-5 (eff. 7-1-99)
26-0121-1401  Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 14-5 (eff. 3-18-14)T
26-0121-1401  Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-1 (eff. PLR 2015)
26-0121-1401  OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-5 (eff. 4-11-15)

26.01.22, Rules Governing Cooperating Associations

26.01.23, Rules Governing Filming Within Idaho State Parks (Expired 7-1-19)
26-0123-1701  Notice of Intent to Promulgate a Rule - Negotiated Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 17-10
26-0123-1701  Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 18-7
26-0123-1701  Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 18-10 (eff. PLR 2019)
26-0123-1701  OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 19-5 (eff. 4-11-19)

26.01.24, Rules Governing the Administration of the Sawtooth National Recreation Area Special License Plate Funds
26-0124-9901  Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 99-11
26-0124-9901  OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 00-5 (eff. 4-5-00)

26.01.30, Idaho Safe Boating Rules
26-0130-2201  Notice of Temporary and Proposed Rule (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 22-9 (eff. 10-1-22)T
26-ZBRR-2101* Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation – Notice of Intent to Promulgate Rules – Zero-Based Regulation
   Negotiated Rulemaking – Negotiates Title 01, Chapter 30 – Bulletin Vol. 21-6
   (*Negotiated changes included in omnibus docket 26-0000-2100)
   Negotiated Rulemaking – Negotiates Title 01, Chapter 31 – Bulletin Vol. 21-7
   (*Negotiated changes included in omnibus docket 26-0000-2100)
26-0130-9301  Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 93-4
26-0130-9301  Adoption of Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 94-1 (eff. 1-22-94)
26-0130-9701  Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 98-1 (eff. PLR 1998)
26-0130-9701  OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 98-5 (eff. 3-23-98)
26-0130-9801  Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 99-1 (eff. PLR 1999)
26-0130-9801  OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 99-5 (eff. 7-1-99)
26-0130-0001  Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 00-10
26-0130-0001  Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 01-1 (eff. PLR 2001)
26-0130-0001  OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 01-5 (eff. 3-30-01)
26-0130-0101  Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 01-10
26-0130-0101  Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 02-1 (eff. PLR 2002)
26-0130-0101  OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 02-5 (eff. 3-15-02)
26-0130-0701  Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 07-10
26-0130-0701  Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 08-1 (eff. PLR 2008)
26-0130-0701  OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Rejection of Pending Rule by HCR 37, Bulletin Vol. 08-5
26-0130-1401  Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 14-7 (7-1-14)T
26-0130-1401  Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-1 (eff. PLR 2015)
26-0130-1401  OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-5 (eff. 4-11-15)

26.01.31, Rules Governing the Administration of the Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation State and Federal Grant Funds
   Negotiated Rulemaking – Negotiates Title 01, Chapter 31 – Bulletin Vol. 21-7
26-ZBRR-2101* Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation – Notice of Intent to Promulgate Rules – Zero-Based Regulation
   Negotiated Rulemaking – Negotiates Title 01, Chapter 31 – Bulletin Vol. 21-6
   (*Negotiated changes included in omnibus docket 26-0000-2100)
26-0131-9802  Proposed Rulemaking (Chapter Rewrite), Bulletin Vol. 98-10
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IDAPA 26-0131-9802</th>
<th>Adoption of Pending Rule (Chapter Rewrite), Bulletin Vol. 99-1 (eff. PLR 1999)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26-0131-9802</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule (Chapter Rewrite), Bulletin Vol. 99-5 (eff. 7-1-99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0131-0501*</td>
<td>Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 05-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0131-0501*</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 06-1 (eff. PLR 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*Rulemaking renames chapter from: “Rules Governing the Administration of Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Recreational Program Grant Funds”) to: “Rules Governing the Administration of Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation State and Federal Grant Funds”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0131-0501*</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 06-5 (eff. 4-11-06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0131-0901</td>
<td>Proposed Rulemaking (Fee Rule), Bulletin Vol. 09-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0131-0901</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Fee Rule, Bulletin Vol. 10-1 (eff. PLR 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0131-0901</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Fee Rule by SCR 125, Bulletin Vol. 10-5 (eff. 3-29-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0131-1401</td>
<td>Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 14-7 (7-1-14)T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0131-1401</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-1 (eff. PLR 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0131-1401</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-5 (eff. 4-11-15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Rule Repealed) 26.01.31, Rules Governing the Administration of the Boat Safety Account

| 26-0131-9301*    | Adoption of Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 94-1 (eff. 1-22-94)               |
| 26-0131-9801     | Proposed Rulemaking (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 98-10              |
| 26-0131-9801     | Adoption of Pending Rule (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 99-1           |
| 26-0131-9801     | OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 99-5 (eff. 7-1-99) |

(Rule Repealed) 26.01.32, Rules Governing the Administration of the Waterways Improvement Fund

| 26-0132-9301     | Adoption of Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 94-1 (eff. 1-22-94)               |
| 26-0132-9801     | Proposed Rulemaking (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 98-10              |
| 26-0132-9801     | Adoption of Pending Rule (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 99-1           |
| 26-0132-9801     | OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 99-5 (eff. 7-1-99) |

26.01.33, Rules Governing the Administration of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Program

| (*Negotiated changes included in omnibus docket 26-0000-2100F) |
| 26-0000-2000F    | Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking – Adoption of Temporary (Fee) Rule – Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapter 33 – Bulletin Vol. 20-4SE (eff. 3-20-20)T |
| 26-0000-1900F    | Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation – OARC Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Pending Fee Rule Not Approved, Title 01, Chapter 33 – Bulletin Vol. 20-5 (Null and Void) |
| 26-0000-1900F    | Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation – Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Temporary and Proposed Fee Rulemaking, Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapter 33 – Bulletin Vol. 19-6SE (eff. 6-30-19)T |
| 26-0133-9301     | Adoption of Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 94-1 (eff. 1-1-94)                 |

26.01.34, Idaho Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker Rules

<p>| 26-0134-0901     | Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking (Fee Rule) (New Chapter), Bulletin Vol. 09-6 (eff. 5-8-09)T |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-0901</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Fee Rule, Bulletin Vol. 09-10 (eff. PLR 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-0901</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Fee Rule by SCR 125, Bulletin Vol. 10-5 (eff. 3-29-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-1001</td>
<td>Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 10-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-1001</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 11-1 (eff. PLR 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-1401</td>
<td>Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 14-7 (eff. 7-1-14)T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-1401</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-1 (eff. PLR 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-1401</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-5 (eff. 4-11-15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Rule Repealed)* 26.01.34, Rules Governing the Administration of the Recreational Vehicle Account

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-9601</td>
<td>Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 96-7 (eff. 7-3-96)T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-9601</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 97-1 (eff. PLR 1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-9801</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 98-5 (eff. 7-1-99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-9801</td>
<td>Proposed Rulemaking (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 98-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-9801</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Rule (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 99-1 (eff. PLR 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0134-9801</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 99-5 (eff. 7-1-99)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Rule Repealed)* 26.01.35, Rules Governing the Off-Road Motor Vehicle Fund

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26-0135-9801</td>
<td>Proposed Rulemaking (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 98-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0135-9801</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Rule (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 99-1 (eff. PLR 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0135-9801</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 99-5 (eff. 7-1-99)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Rule Expired)* 26.01.36, Rules Governing the Winter Recreational Parking Permit Program *(Expired 3-20-20)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26-0136-9801</td>
<td>Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 98-7 (eff. 8-1-98)T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0136-9801</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 98-9 (eff. PLR 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0136-9801</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 99-1 (eff. 7-1-99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0136-1201*</td>
<td>Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 12-1 (eff. 10-1-12)T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0136-1401*</td>
<td>Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 14-7 (eff. 7-1-14)T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0136-1401*</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-1 (eff. PLR 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0136-1401*</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 15-5 (eff. 4-11-15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0136-1901*</td>
<td>Proposed Rulemaking (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 19-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0000-1900F</td>
<td>Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation - Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Temporary and Proposed Fee Rulemaking, Reauthorizes Title 01, Chapter 36 -- Bulletin Vol. 19-6SE (eff. 6-30-19)T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0000-1900F</td>
<td>Rules of the Department of Parks and Recreation – OARC Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Pending Fee Rule Not Approved, Title 01, Chapter 36 - Bulletin Vol. 20-5 (Null and Void)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

26.01.37, Rules Governing Test Procedures and Instruments for Noise Abatement of Off Highway Vehicles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26-0137-9401</td>
<td>Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 94-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0137-9401</td>
<td>Adoption of Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 94-7 (eff. 7-22-94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0137-0501</td>
<td>Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 05-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0137-0501</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 05-1 (eff. PLR 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0137-0501</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 05-5 (eff. 4-11-06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Rule Repealed)* 26.01.38, Rules Governing the Administration of the State Trust for Outdoor Recreation Enhancement (STORE) and the Recreation and Energy Conservation Pathways (RECP) Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26-0138-9701</td>
<td>Temporary and Proposed Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 97-1 (eff. 11-11-96)T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0138-9701</td>
<td>Adoption of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 97-4 (eff. PLR 1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-0138-9701</td>
<td>OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule, Bulletin Vol. 98-5 (eff. 3-23-98)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
26-0138-9801 Proposed Rulemaking (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 98-10
26-0138-9801 Adoption of Pending Rule (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 99-1 (eff. PLR 1999)
26-0138-9801 OAR Omnibus Notice of Legislative Action - Approval of Pending Rule (Chapter Repeal), Bulletin Vol. 99-5 (eff. 7-1-99)